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Abstract—Natural calamities like hurricanes, tsunami and
pandemic are tend to happen so often in today’s world. Under
this scenario, predictive modelling is helpful in terms of
resources allocation to achieve the objective effectively. This
study intends to construct a prediction model based on logistic
regression to predict the possible donors who can help in such
tragic situations. Sample dataset is taken from internet source.
Initial data exploration being performed to better understand
the variables in dataset. To improve the quality of dataset,
missing value treatment and feature engineering are performed
before the construction of prediction model. During the missing
value treatment, various methods being applied with mean
imputation has the better performance in terms of variable
significance and standard error. Feature engineering including
one-hot encoding, categorical grouping, multicollinearity
treatment and log transformation being performed. During the
modelling phase, normal logistic regression and stepwise logistic
regression being performed. The performance of the models was
measured by Accuracy, Sensitivity and Specificity of the
training and testing dataset. The Stepwise Logistic Regression
outperformed the normal Logistic Regression with model
accuracy at 58.5% along with sensitivity rate of 54.3% and
specificity rate of 62.6%Keywords—Machine Learning,
Recommender System & Feature Extraction.
Keywords—machine learning, potential donors, logistic
regression, multiple linear regression

I.

INTRODUCTION

Prediction modelling is effective to identify possible donor
and to allocate manpower in contacting people who are more
likely to donate. Apart from that, predictive model such as
logistic regression, decision tree or neural network can help
analytical team in understand the relationship between
variables in the dataset. As the target variable will be binary,
logistic regression will be utilized in this study in predicting
the possible donors.
Logistic regression is similar to multiple regression
analysis as it utilizes one or more independent variable(s) in
predicting a single target variable. Logistic regression is
specialized form of regression used to predict binary
categorical variable by utilizing logit model in predicting the
probability of a particular even existing. Logistic regression is
less affected by the heteroscedasticity issue as compared to
other multivariate methods such as discriminant analysis. On
the other hand, empirical results for logistic regression is
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easier to interpret as they are parallel with the multiple
regression model’s results [1].
Before building a model, data pre-processing such as data
cleaning, data transformation and dimension reduction is
important in improving the quality of the raw dataset. A few
models based on different data pre-processing methods will
being built, the model performance is then measure and
compare by several criteria.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Evidences exists to substantiate that many studies are done
in understanding the factors influencing donators’ behavior in
applying regression analysis. The study shows that donation
seasons such as Ramadan have significant impact on the
willingness to donate. On the other hand, demographic factors
such as social class, marital status and education level also
play important role in affecting the monetary donations. [2]
performed Multiple Linear Regression (MLR), Support
Vector Regression (SVR) and Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) in predicting the amount of charitable giving in the
following years. ANN outperformed MLR and SVR with
lowest MSE of 0.01 with three most significant independent
variables: population, education level and the charitable
amount in previous year. Degasperi & Mainardes [3] had
conducted research to understand donor’s behavious in Brazil
though questionnaire. They utlized exploratory factor analysis
and concluded that factors such as environmental influences,
personal benefits, future interest, beneficiaries’ characteristics
are important factors that motivate individual money
donation. Snipes et al [4] concluded that charity reputation is
important factor in determine the willingness of an individual
in donating.
Binary classification task involves classifying the
observations into two distinct groups through several different
algorithms. Some common classification problems include
diagnosis of certain disease, fraud detection and responses on
events. There are several algorithms that are widely use when
building prediction model for binary classification such as
Logistic Regression, Decision Trees, Support Vector
Machine, Naïve Bayes and k-Nearest Neighbours. The
performance of the algorithm can be varying on different
dataset. Studies often applied several machine learning
algorithms when building the prediction models and further
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evaluate the best model based on several criteria such as
accuracy, sensitivity rate and specificity rate.
Dwivedi [5] constructed a prediction model for heart
disease dataset by applying Artificial Neural Network (ANN),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Naïve Bayes, Logistic
Regression, k-Nearest Neighbour and Classification Tree.
Logistic Regression outperform all other models by accuracy
of 85% with 89% sensitivity rate and 81% specificity rate.
Another study on predictive model for heart disease [6],
Decision Tree outperformed Logistic Regression with
accuracy of 84%.
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will be plot for better visualization purpose. The MACRO
function is being created in this step to eliminate the repetitive
steps required to run the PROC UNIVARIATE, PROC
FREQUENCY PROC SGPLOT and PROC GCHART for
each variable. The metadata of the dataset is given in Table 1.
TABLE I.

METADATA OF DATASET

No.

Variable

Variable Type

1

Donor

Categorical

2

D_ID

Input

3

Donor_D

Continuous

4

DonCntP1

Discrete

5

DONCntAll

Discrete

6

DONCntCardP1

Discrete

7

DONCntCardAll

Discrete

8

DONAvgLast

Continuous

9

DONAvgP1

Continuous

10

DONAvgAll

Continuous

There are several common approaches to improve the
performance of prediction model. At data pre-processing
stage, proper handling of missing value and outlier, feature
engineering and feature selection enable the elimination of
noise in the dataset. When building the model, hyper
parameters tuning can effectively improve the performance of
the predictive model. On the other hand, ensemble method is
widely used to improve the predictive results by combining
multiple algorithms to produce one optimal prediction model.

11

DONAvgCardP1

Continuous

12

DONTimeLast

Discrete

13

DONTimeFirst

Discrete

14

CallCntP2

Discrete

15

CallCntP1

Discrete

16

CallCntAll

Discrete

17

CallCntCardP2

Discrete

18

CallCntCardP1

Discrete

There are several studies done in predicting diabetes
diagnosis based on Pima Indians Diabetes Dataset by logistic
regression. Wu et al [9] utilized K-means Algorithm for data
pre-processing and able to build logistic prediction model with
accuracy of 95.42%. Zhu et al. [10] further enhanced the
prediction model by applying Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) for dimensionality reduction purpose. With PCA and
K-means clustering, and also they build another logistic
regression prediction model on same dataset with higher
accuracy at 97.4%.

19

CallCntCardAll

Discrete

20

Donor_Status

Categorical

21

Donor_Status_Prev_Cam
p

Categorical

22

DemArea

Categorical

23

Age

Discrete

24

Gender

Categorical

25

DemHomeOwner

Categorical

26

AreaHomeValue

Continuous

27

AreaMedIncome

Continuous

On the other hand, Logistic Regression is often used for
credit card fraud detection along with other binary
classification algorithms. Patil et al [7] built a prediction
model for credit card fraud dataset with Random Forest at
76% accuracy rate outperformed Decision Tree and Logistic
Regression. Similarly, another study based on European bank
data set also resulting in Random Forest performs better with
95.5% accuracy by VS & Deepthi Kavila [8]. However to
conclude that Logistic Regression model performed better for
fraudulent prediction with accuracy of 91.2%.

Taslimitehrani et al [11] improve the logistic regression
prediction model for Heart Failure survival rate by combining
the logistic regression model with loss function. The study
successfully improves the prediction accuracy from 89%
(Logistic Regression) to 91.4%. On the other hand, Vote
technique by combining Logistic Regression with Naïve
Bayes in building prediction model for cardiovascular disease.
The Vote technique outperform other seven machine learning
techniques with the highest accuracy of 87.4% which is 1.54%
higher than the original logistic regression built.

III.

DATASET & PRE PROCESING

Data preprocessing is done using SAS University edition.
For continuous variables, univariate analysis will be
performed in SAS Studio by PROC UNIVARIATE. It
provides complete report on the variables that useful for data
exploration purpose. For categorical variables, PROC
FREQUENCY will be utilized to observe the distribution of
each category for individual variable. Pie chart and bar chart
for the frequency distribution for each categorical variable

Generally, missing values can be categories into 3 main
types: missingness completely at random (MCR), missingness
at random (MAR), and missingness that depends on
unobserved predictors (MNAR). MCAR indicates that the
missing value pattern is completely random and unrelated to
all the variables including itself. MAR refers to missing value
pattern that is unrelated to the missing variable itself but
somehow related to other variables in the model. On the other
hand, MNAR implies that the missing pattern is related to the
variable itself. It is important to understand the type of missing
data before deciding on the missing value treatment to be
implement.
There are several more commonly used missing value
treatment such as Complete Case (CC), single imputation and
multiple imputation. Complete Case method removes
observations with missing values where single imputation
replace the missing value without defining explicit model.
Multiple imputation will be more complex as it is a
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simulation-based process which includes imputation phase,
analysis phase and pooling phase. However, the efficiency of
missing value handling methods might differ for different type
of missing value. The percentage of missing value also serves
as another important indicator in deciding the missing value
treatment options..

monotone as shown in Fig 4. Fig 5. show the comparison
between the 3 different Multiple Imputation models:

Complete case analysis or listwise deletion delete
observations with missing value(s). This is easy to apply but
it might reduce the statistical power of a dataset as the
observations become lesser. Complete Case (CC) should only
being applied to missing value with MCAR pattern to avoid
bias in the dataset. By applying PROC LOGISTIC, listwise
deletion will automatically being performed before the model
is build.

Fig. 2. Before and After Mean Imputation

Fig. 1. Logistic Regression Output (Complete case)

From Fig 1., there are only 3,212 observations being used
for the logistic regression model after list wise deletion.
Overall, the model has 56% of prediction accuracy with 53.1
sensitivity and 58.8 specificity. On the other hand, the model
has c value (area under ROC curve) of 0.636.
For the variables AGE AREAHOMEVALUE and
AREAMEDINCOME, mean imputation will being use in this
section. New dataset being created and named as “Mean_
imputation” to capture the data after the mean imputation.

Fig. 3. Logistic Regression Output (Mean Imputation)

Mean imputation often reduces the variance of the imputed
variables as all the missing value being replaced by the mean.
Fig 2. shows the standard deviation of the 3 variables before
and after mean imputation.
Fig 2. and 3, shows the result for the logistic regression on
the Mean imputation dataset. Overall, the model has 56.2%
accuracy with 50.7% sensitivity and 61.4% specificity.
Multiple imputation (MI) consists of three main phases:
imputation phase, analysis phase and pooling phase. During
imputation phase, the missing value are replaced with
estimated values and repeated several times depending on the
user’s configuration. The performance of the imputation will
being evaluate using any statistical method of interest. The
coefficients obtained from the imputed dataset being utilized
for the missing value imputation at pooling phase. Before
performing MI, it is important to discover the missing data
pattern. By specifying nimpute = 0 for proc mi, the missing
data pattern can be obtained. The missing data pattern is non-
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Fig. 4. Missing data pattern
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After predicting the results through by the logistic
regression on testing dataset, the classification table is being
built by comparing the Donor (target variable) with the
I_Donor (predicted target variable.
For the testing dataset, the accuracy is slightly lower as
compared to the training dataset at 56.4%. This is due to the
testing data is data that unseen by the model and it is normal
to have testing accuracy which is lower than training accuracy.
Fig. 5. Comparison for Multiple Imputation Models

IV.

EXPERIMENTATION

After the data pre-processing, the data is being split into
training and testing dataset with ratio of 70:30 Training dataset
consists of 3,394 (70%) observations whereas testing dataset
consists of 1,455 (30%) observations. Fig 6. shows the output
for the stepwise logistic regression model. The model stopped
at stage 6 as there is no additional effects met the 5%
significant level for entry. However, Stepwise Logistic
Regression performed better at accuracy rate of 58.5% with
only 6 independent variables in the model. The built logistic
regression model with 5 independent variables that are
significant at critical value of 5%. On the other hand, the
model has accuracy of 57.7%, sensitivity of 53.5% and
specificity of 61.8% shown in Fig 7.

Fig 8. shows the overall process of data pre-processing
and final model building based on Logistic Regression and
Stepwise Logistic Regression. The stepwise logistic
regression performed better in terms of accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity for both training and testing dataset. Thus, the
stepwise logistic regression model is being utilized to predict
the DONOR variable in the validation dataset

Fig. 8. Summary for Model Building

V.

Fig. 6. Output for Stepwise Logistic Regression

Fig. 7. Logistic Model Output

RESULTS

The study focuses on various method of data preprocessing and dimension reduction to improve the logistic
regression performance. Initial data exploration is important
to understand the nature of each variable in the dataset. For
variable AGE, there are few individuals with age below 8 with
high values of AreaMedIncome and DONTimeFirst which is
considered abnormal. For DONAvgCardP1 (average amount
donated with the help of references for last 36 months with the
help of references), there are 18.42% missing value. The
variable is then being compared to the donation frequency,
DONCntCardP1 and concluded that the missing values are all
indicating $0 as with donation frequency 0.
The donation dataset with few variables with missing value.
Unlike Decision Tree or Neural Network model, Logistic
Regression could not take missing value in the regression
equation and thus observations with missing value will be
removed by default. Thus, several common missing value
techniques such as mean imputation, complete case, multiple
imputation and single imputation being applied for the
missing value treatment. By comparing the standard error and
significant of the variable after missing value imputation,
mean imputation performs better as compared to other
methods in this dataset.
Before building any prediction model, proper feature
engineering on the dataset can helps to improve the
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performance of the prediction model. In this study, categorical
grouping is performed for Donor_status (consists of 6 classes)
and DemArea (consists of 54 classes). The grouping for the
classes depending on their likelihood in donating. After the
grouping, the accuracy of the prediction model increases from
56.2% to 58.1%.
The study further explores the intercorrelation between the
independent variables. By stepwise removal, 5 variables that
cause the multicollinearity issues being removed. The removal
of the variables reduces the model accuracy slightly by 0.6%.
The slight decrease in accuracy is acceptable as
multicollinearity issue can lead to imprecise estimates of
coefficient values for the model. The data pre-processing
continued with log transformation to transform skewed data
and to reduce the data variability for variable with outliers.
The log transformation successfully reduced the skewness and
kurtosis for the six variables in the dataset. When compared
before and after log transformation, the prediction accuracy
slightly increased by 0.2%. This indicates that unlike other
multivariate analysis, Logistic Regression is less affected by
the normality assumption.
When building prediction model, the dataset being
partitioned into training and testing dataset with ratio of 70:30.
70% of the data is being allocated for training as it provides
more examples for the algorithms to learn in building the
prediction model. The logistic regression model built has
accuracy of 57.7% on training dataset and 56.4% on testing
dataset. However, the model only consists of 5 variables that
are significant at 0.05 critical value in explaining the target
variables.
As parsimony is concern, the most representative variables
were being chosen in Stepwise Logistic Regression. This is to
enable the model to be train fast under acceptable range of
model’s accuracy. The Stepwise Logistic Regression
constructed with 58.5% accuracy on training dataset and
56.9% on testing dataset. In terms of sensitivity and
specificity, Stepwise Logistic Regression also outperformed
normal Logistic Regression on both training and testing
dataset. Under Stepwise Logistic Regression, DonCntP1,
DonAvgAll, DONTimeLast, Donor_status_Prev_Camp,
DEMAREA_1 and DEMAREA_4 have significant impact on
the likelihood of individual in donating. DonAvgAll,
DonCntP1 and DemArea_4 have negative relationship on
likelihood of individual in donating while DonCntP1,
Donor_Status_Prev_Camp and DemArea_1 have positive
relationship on the likelihood of individual in donating.
The accuracy for the final model at 58.5% is relatively low
as compared to other logistic regression model discussed in
Section 2. With all the data pre-processing and stepwise
regression, the accuracy of the model merely increased by
2.2% from 56.3% (complete case) to 58.5% (stepwise logistic
regression). At this point, other machine learning algorithms
such as decision tree, random forest or neural network can be
considered as they might provide higher prediction accuracy.

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this study, a prediction model to identify possible donor
is being built by considering different options for data pre-
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processing. Prediction model is effective when comes to
manpower allocation as the organization able to prioritize
possible donor rather than contacting each of them. This also
enable the organization to achieve their objectives with
minimal time and manpower allocated. Thus, a prediction
model with higher accuracy will be preferred for the
organization.
Other than model accuracy, sensitivity and specificity rate
also another concern for the organization. Test sensitivity
measures the ability of the model in correctly identify donors
where test specificity measures the ability of the model in
correctly identify non-donors. When Sensitivity rate is low,
the model tends to have high number of False Negative, which
is classifying the donors as non-donors. This will cause the
real donor not being prioritize and donation is not obtained
from them. On the other hand, low specificity indicates the
misclassification of non-donor to donor. This will waste the
manpower in contacting them as non-donor are less likely to
donate as compared to donor. Both scenarios are equally
costly for this case, thus the final prediction model adopted
also considering the Specificity and Sensitivity rate.
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